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one planet living

america 12 hectareseurope 6 hectares1.9 hectares per person



energy, buildings and the environment



energy, buildings and the environment



10 x 10 uk gas supply - strategic energy risk

utility costs have doubled in the last 2 years



10 x 10 gas supply strategic risk

40%

40% from 
the 

middle east

by 2020 the UK will import 80% of its gas needs - from where?



10 x 10

Zero Carbon Housing by 2016

Zero Carbon Buildings by 2019

Energy Performance Buildings Directive

New Planning Guidelines on Climate Change

Energy Performance Commitment

New Planning White Paper 

drivers for change



10 x 10

60% of the buildings we need in the 21st century already exist. 

To deliver Kyoto every new building needs to be carbon 
negative.

New buildings simply results in a net increase in CO2 emissions.

Solution - Buildings as power stations. New buildings generate 
enough power to exceed their own needs. 

Not in my lifetime!

Better still, put an exisiting building into ReHab 
and wean it off its energy addiction. 

Delivers a net reduction in CO2.

it’s not all about new build drivers for change



mean lean clean
Mean - Passive Systems - Free - Maximise

Orientation
Thermal mass - heat store heat regulation

Fabric - Insulation preventing heat loss
Natural ventilation

Daylight - lighting and solar gain
Air Tight

Lean - Active Systems - Energy/CO2/Cost impact - Minimise

Heating
Artificial light

Ventilation
Cooling

Clean - Renewable energy to meet residual demand

it’s not rocket science



10 x 10 what is our actual carbon footprint?

Space heating in the home
Hot water
Appliances
Personal transport
Embodied energy of home
Waste and consumer items

Food

Shared services (energy for running - schools, 
hospitals financial services)

Shared Infrastructure (energy for constructing - 
schools, hospitals roads, airports etc)

4%
4%
3%
18%
3%
13%

23%

12%

20%

regulated CO2}

{behaviour{society

}code level 6



10 x 10 energy certification

EPBD

Fully glazed facades will be limited to prestige 
buildings
Building energy labelling will make architectural 
greenwash more difficult, 
Mandatory pressure testing will require close 
attention to detail
major new liability for architect and contractor
should result in better compliance enforcement
will drive-up construction quality
Greater integration of passive energy systems:-
free cooling/heating
passive/natural ventilation
optimised use of daylight 
exploiting the thermal mass
Design teams will need to address building 
energy in a much more holistic way
a whole building approach will be required
façade design and the efficiency of the HVAC/
lighting system will become inextricably linked.

As designers we will become responsible for 
energy in use



10 x 10

completed in 2002
two Part L upgrades ago
uses half the energy of building built at 
the same time elsewhere on the campus
seven time less energy than the building 
it replaces and 12 times less energy than 
uwe’s worst performing building
nat vent, thermal mass, shw, pv 
rainwater harvesting, m4i case study
DEC - B rated
cost £1024 m2

uwe studio building



10 x 10 uwe studio building

electricity 53 kWh

heating 43 kWh

electricity 68 kg CO2

heating 24 kg CO2

2.8 x as 
much CO2



10 x 10 why does energy use vary so much?

1. Building Design
2. Systems Design & Performance
3. Occupant Behaviour

OccupantsBuilding

x2.5

Systems

x5

x2

From field studies - 10 x variation



10 x 10 carbon profiling

 Ruby and Ted 



torfaen eco building



kingsmead primary



naturally daylit
every child gets the same daylight level

daylight linked artificial lighting
naturally ventilated

gullwing roof harvests rainwater

the low carbon section



tm 22 survey



where does the electricity go?



external lighting and the effect of pvs



post occupancy evaluation 2006



post occupancy evaluation 2009



Wind turbine
A renewable energy source 
generating some of the 
electricity needed for the 
school

Natural materials
Cedar cladding from a 
sustainable source

Solar hot water panels
Using the sun's energy to help heat the

hot water needed in the school

Rooflights
For natural ventilation and
sunlight to internal spaces

Shade
Overhanging roof eaves and 
canopies for solar shading, 
reducing glare and 
temperature inside the school

Rubber roof
A PVC free roof that can be easily 
recycled at the end of  its life

you are here
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Fresh air enters into the building through louvres in the 
hall, and high level windows in classrooms.

The natural ventilation system

Fresh cool air drops down into the rooms, then begins to 
warm up and starts to rise.

The used warmer air leaves the space through acoustic grilles either to 
directly outside for the hall, or into the corridors from classrooms.

Used air travels down the corridors to the rooflights.

The used air leaves the building through the rooflights.

In extreme conditions (hot summer days) classrooms are 
cooled further by opening the classroom rooflight.

Intelligent natural ventilation
Sensors inside classrooms measure temperature and 
carbon dioxide levels. A Building Management System 
(BMS) then tells windows how much they need to open 
to naturally ventilate classrooms, whilst still controlling 
noise coming from the nearby motorways. This 
provides the best possible learning & teaching 
environment.

Recycled newspaper insulation
All external walls have been insulated with shredded 
recycled newspaper, which is a sustainable re-use of 
unwanted materials.

A timber school
The entire school structure 
and internal walls are built 
using sustainably sourced 
timber

Rainwater harvesting
Rainwater is collected from the
roof and rainwater pipes, and is

stored in a grey water tank
underground. This water is

used to flush toilets helping to
reduce the amount of water that

the school needs.

1. Rain falls from 
clouds and is 
collected from 
the roof.

2. Rain is collected 
in a tank 
underground.

3. Rainwater is 
used to flush 
the toilets.

The sun

rogiet acoustics



benefits of working in a framework



rogiet - highest BREEAM score for schools



dartington primary



dartington



dartington primary



new types of business that can:

learn how to generate wealth 
in the low carbon economy

How?

we have to own carbon emissions
fees linked to performance

understand behaviour

a building will be for life
not just for christmas

the new low carbon economy



crossing our fingers and hoping isn’t good enough
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